Abstract It is shown that for every multidimensional metric in the multiply warped product formM = K × f1 M 1 × f2 M 2 with warp functions f 1 , f 2 , associated to the submanifolds M 1 , M 2 of dimensions n 1 , n 2 respectively, one can find the corresponding Einstein equationsḠ AB = −Λḡ AB , with cosmological constantΛ, which are reducible to the Einstein equations G αβ = −Λ 1 g αβ and G ij = −Λ 2 h ij on the submanifolds M 1 , M 2 , with cosmological constants Λ 1 and Λ 2 , respectively, whereΛ, Λ 1 and Λ 2 are functions of f 1 , f 2 and n 1 , n 2 .
more solutions to Einstein field equations. Generalized Friedmann-RobertsonWalker spacetime and standard static spacetime, as two well known solutions to Einstein field equations, can be also expressed as Lorentzian warped products. The former is a natural generalization of Friedmann-Robertson-Walker spacetime and the latter is a generalization of Einstein static universe. From mathematical point of view, the warped product geometries are useful when solving the partial differential equations over these backgrounds. This is because one can easily use and benefit of the method of separation of variables. From physical point of view, especially particle physics, the warped product geometries such as Randall-Sundrum models so called 5-dimensional warped geometry theory [2] are very important. In this theory, it is supposed that our real world is a higher-dimensional universe described by a warped geometry. More specifically, our universe is assumed to be a five-dimensional anti-de Sitter space where the elementary particles, except for the gravitons, are localized and confined on the (3 + 1)-dimensional brane embedded in the higher dimensional bulk spacetime.
In this paper, we consider a multiply warped product metric of the generalized Friedmann-Robertson-Walker spacetime typeM = K × f1 M 1 × f2 M 2 , with warp functions f 1 , f 2 associated to the submanifolds M 1 , M 2 with dimensions n 1 , n 2 respectively. Then, we show that the Einstein equationsḠ AB = −Λḡ AB on the manifold (M ,ḡ) with a cosmological constantΛ are reducible to the Einstein equations G αβ = −Λ 1 g αβ and G ij = −Λ 2 h ij on the submanifolds (M 1 , g) and (M 2 , h), with cosmological constants Λ 1 and Λ 2 respectively, such thatΛ, Λ 1 and Λ 2 are given in terms of the geometric features f 1 , f 2 and n 1 , n 2 . By using [3, 4] , we consider some black hole solutions as typical examples and transform their metrics into the multiply warped product form of generalized Friedmann-Robertson-Walker metricM = K × f1 M 1 × f2 M 2 having warp functions f 1 and f 2 . Then, we derive the corresponding Einstein equationsḠ AB = −Λḡ AB , and the reduced Einstein equations G αβ = −Λ 1 g αβ and G ij = −Λ 2 h ij for each black hole solution.
Preliminaries
In this section, we state some definitions and results of [5, 6] which will be needed throughout the current work.
Let f be a smooth function on a pseudo-Riemannian n-manifold (M, g). Then the Hessian tensor field of f is given by H f (X, Y ) = XY f − (∇ X Y )f, and the Laplacian of f is given by ∆f = trace g (H f ), or equivalently, ∆ = div(grad), where ∇, div and grad are the covariant derivative, the divergence and the gradient oprators, respectively [7, see p. 85 ] .
Let (B, g B ) and (M i , g Mi ) be pseudo-Riemannian manifolds and also let n i = dim(M i ) and f i : B → (0, ∞) be smooth functions for any i ∈ {1, 2, ..., m}. The multiply-warped product is the product manifold
where π and σ i , (i = 1, . . . , m) are the natural projections of [6] , here we just recall from [6] the Ricci curvature and the scalar curvature.
where Ric, Ric B , Ric Mi are the Ricci curvature tensor of metrics g, g B and g Mi , respectively.
Then, scalar curvature S of (M, g) admits the following expressions
where S B and S Mi are the scalar curvature of metrics g B and g Mi , respectively.
Generalized Friedmann-Robertson-Walker spacetime
The Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) metric is an exact solution of Einstein's field equations, in four dimensional spacetime, which describes a homogeneous, isotropic expanding or contracting universe that may be simply connected or multiply connected. The general form of this metric follows from the geometric properties of homogeneity and isotropy of spacetime and is given byḡ (
where α, β, ... ∈ {1, ..., 3}. The 3-dimensional space has uniform curvature and can be an elliptical, Euclidean, or hyperbolic space. Einstein's field equations are only needed to derive the scale factor f (t) of the universe as a function of cosmic time t. Although it is originally obtained as a four dimensional metric, however, one can easily generalize this metric to higher dimensional spacetimes. This is well motivated by high energy physics, especially string and brane theories, where it is supposed that the real numbers of spacetime dimensions may be higher than four, and the extra dimensions may be compactified or described in the framework of warped product metrics [2] .
Definition 1 Let (M 1 , g 1 ) and (M 2 , g 2 ) be two Riemannian manifolds and K a 1-dimensional manifold. Also let f i : K → (0, ∞) be smooth functions for any i ∈ {1, 2}. The Lorentzian multiply-warped product is the product manifoldM = K × M 1 × M 2 furnished with the metric tensorḡ onM defined byḡ
with local components
where ε = ±1, (x µ ), (x k ) and t are coordinate systems on M 1 , M 2 and K, respectively. We use the ranges for the indices as α, β, ... ∈ {1, ..., n 1 }, i, j, ... ∈ {n 1 + 1, ...n 1 + n 2 } and a, b, c, ... ∈ {1, ..., n 1 + n 2 } however we used
f2 . Now we can immediately conclude the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature of the generalized Friedmann-Robertson-Walker spacetime by a straightforward computation according to [6] and essentially the proposition 1 and 2.
where
is the local components of Ricci tensor of (M i , g i ).
Proposition 4 LetM = K × f1 M 1 × f2 M 2 be a Lorentzian multiply-warped products of (M 1 , g 1 ) and (M 2 , g 2 ). Then, the scalar curvatureS of (M ,ḡ) admits the following expression
where S M1 and S M2 are the scalar curvatures of (M 1 , g 1 ) and (M 2 , g 2 ), respectively.
Using the proposition 4, we have what is necessary for obtaining the Einstein gravitational tensor component.
Proposition 5 LetḠ be the Einstein gravitational tensor field of (M ,ḡ), then we have the following equations
where G αβ and G ij are the local components of the Einstein gravitational tensor field G of (M 1 , g 1 ) and (M 2 , g 2 ), respectively.
Proof Using Einstein gravitational tensor field of (M ,ḡ),Ḡ =Ric − 1 2Sḡ , we haveḠ 00 =Ric 00 − 1 2Sḡ 00 and by using relations (9), (10) and (15) we obtain the Einstein equations (16), (17), (18) and (19).
Proposition 6
The Einstein equations on (M ,ḡ) with cosmological termΛ are equivalent with the following reduced Einstein equations
Proof Using (16) and Einstein equationḠ = −Λḡ we havē
By using (18), Einstein equationḠ = −Λḡ, and (23) we obtain
By contracting (24) with g αβ we obtain
Also by using (24) and (25) we obtain
Similarly, by using (19), Einstein equationḠ = −Λḡ, and (23) we obtain
Finally, by using (23), (25) and (27) we obtain
Proposition 7
The Einstein equationsḠ = −Λḡ on (M ,ḡ) with cosmological termΛ induce the Einstein equations
Proof By using (9), (21) and (22), we obtain G αβ = −Λ 1 g αβ on (M 1 , g αβ ) and
where the cosmological terms Λ 1 and Λ 2 are given by
RequiringΛ, Λ 1 , and Λ 2 to be constant (cosmological constant), leads to a set of coupled differential equations (28), (29) and (30) which in principle are supposed to be solved for f 1 and f 2 . However, due to the nonlinear structure of this set of coupled differential equations, and because of complexity of solving such equations, in practice we will not pursue the solving problem here.
Some examples of generalized black holes
In this section, following the above propositions, we aim to study some generalized black hole solutions by expressing their metrics as multiply-warped product metric of generalized Friedmann-Robertson-Walker spacetimeM = K × f1 M 1 × f2 M 2 . We show the reduction of Einstein equations G AB = −Λg AB into G αβ = −Λ 1 g αβ and G ij = −Λ 2 h ij , having support inM , M 1 and M 2 , respectively. In doing so, we consider some examples of well known black hole solutions and their possible generalizations such as "n-dimensional Schwarzschild black hole", "n-dimensional Reissner-Nordstrom black hole" having higher dimensional generalization, "Generalized (2+1)-dimensional Banados-TeitelboimZanelli (BTZ) black hole" and "Generalized (2+1)-dimensional de Sitter black hole" having Noether symmetry generalization.
n-dimensional Schwarzschild black hole
An n-dimensional Schwarzschild black hole has the following metric [8] 
and m is a geometric mass indicating for the horizon radius. Now, assuming f (r) < 0, we define a new coordinate µ inside the black hole horizon, with the radius r H obtained by solving the equation f (r) = (1 − m r n−3 ) = 0, as
which yields
Using r = F −1 (µ) and (32) in (31) we have
Comparing (34) with an n-dimensional multiply-warped metric of generalized
we obtain
The existence of above functions f 1 (µ) and f 2 (µ) guarantees the reduction of Einstein equations G AB = −Λg AB into G αβ = −Λ 1 g αβ and G ij = −Λ 2 h ij , whereΛ, Λ 1 , and Λ 2 are considered as cosmological constants subject to the set of coupled differential equations (28), (29) and (30) with the replacement of t by µ.
n-dimensional Reissner-Nordstrom black hole
In dimensions n ≥ 4, a Reissner-Nordstrom black hole has the metric
where f (r) = (1 − m r n−3 + q r 2(n−3) ), m and q are the geometric mass and charge of the black hole, respectively, and
. Similar to Schwarzschild black hole we may define a new coordinate
where r − and r + are the inner and outer horizons of the charged black hole obtained by solving the equation f (r) = (1 − m r n−3 + q r 2(n−3) ) = 0. Then, the metric (38) is written as an n-dimensional multiply-warped metric of generalized Friedmann-Robertson-Walker spacetime
Generalized (2+1)-dimensional de Sitter black hole
In this section, we find the multiply-warped product metric associated with the de Sitter three-metric (44), outside the horizon with the generalized lapse function
We define a new coordinate µ which is the same as generalized BTZ case except that it is defined outside the horizon dµ = −f (r) −2 dr , r > r + ,
which results in
where f (r) 2 > 0. Using r = F −1 (µ) in the de Sitter three-metric (44) with the generalized lapse function (50) and comoving coordinates (g(r)dt + dφ → dφ) we have
Comparing (53) with the (2 + 1)-dimensional multiply-warped product metric
